HM: How do you experience working with TIER.Net? I think the hand system was much more confusing. You had to go back so many pages for someone who started in 2004. You had to...his name would be in three registers, or two registers, so it could be a mess if you started in 2001, because that register is from 0 to 36 months, and then again from 36 to 72 months. It would go into a third register if it was for a longer time period. Understand? The continuation of the...but on TIER.Net if you go onto a person's name then you can see everything, whereas you would have had to go through a few registers. So the work, the volume of work in the paper register, is now compact on the computer -just a slide, just a picture, and that is better. So he can store more information than we stored in the register.
HM: What do you like and dislike about the system? What I like about the programme is that all the clients' information is on TIER.Net so if someone phones me from the hospital, say one of our clients has been admitted to … Hospital. And then they send me a name and surname, then they say, 'Sister, I just want to know what medication he is on.' Then I can see what medication he is on, when, what was the last CD4, when was it done. So I can give out that information. Otherwise [with the paper register] I would have had to walk to reception, look for the person's folder, come back again, call the doctor, try to get hold of the doctor, and then try to give him the information.
HM: What was different about your work, your day-to-day activities, before you had TIER.Net? The files had to be written into the register by hand. The clerk did that, but if she now went on holiday for three weeks, the nurses had to help. When she comes back, then she has a lot of work waiting for her. Because every day is a lot of work. Every visit that that person has here at the clinic must be entered, or written into the register. So you can think for yourself… us nurses who are not as confident with the register, as I said there are three different registers that you have to check for that person.
HM: Statement: The process of TIER.Net implementation was very difficult. 4 -Agree. The clerks did not fully understand the first training they received. And the more they worked with the system the better they became, but it took the clerk a very long time to do the back-capturing. Just to enter the details of one person took very long. We felt no change in the clinical section, because whereas the clerk used to sit with the paper register, now she just sits with the computer and enters the information. In the old days there used to be…but now with [D2] and [D6], it is probably because there are two -the one works and the other goes on, so there are no folders left over for the following day. The next day they start with the previous day's work. Many times in the afternoon they are busy capturing folders from the same day. There is seldom folders that go over into the next day.
HM: You recently moved the ARV-folders to the PHC reception. Has this changed things in the clinic at all, the fact that the folders need to come back to the clinic at the end of the day to be captured? The only problem we had with that is that the inside-folders are now placed in the day hospital folders and kept at reception. In the past we used to work only with the inside-folder. So if the patient received his medication the folder would immediately go to the clerk for capturing. But now the patient goes to the pharmacy himself, and from the pharmacy, not all the folders are returned to the clinic. So then what happens is, in a month's time, we see on TIER.Net, this is what is good about TIER.Net -he gives me a list at the end of the month, identifying who has not been to the clinic this month. Now we must physically draw those files and then we may see, but 'Joan' was here, maybe 'Joan's' file was at the pharmacy, from us it went to the pharmacy, and from the pharmacy it went to PHC reception. So it did not come to our clinic to be captured. So what is good about TIER.Net, he tells me within a month who has not been. Who is late, then I can go look for those people who were really not here this month, we can trace them.
HM: And is it better now? The system that brings the files back to you? It is still… I had a talk with them but the head pharmacist is very forgetful. So they have a system where they put all the folders on a trolley, which then goes to reception, and they put all our folders in a box that goes back to the ARV-clinic. So when he's done giving the medication to the client, he forgets where it must go, and he puts the folder on the trolley. How we overcome this problem is to draw the defaulter list every month, and then we physically check the folder -who was here, who was not here. It is a lot of trouble, if you think about [D2]'s workload when [D6] is not here.
HM: Any other challenges you experienced during the implementation process?
The doctors don't always write the information in the clinical stationery properly. We have addressed them about it, but we have a high turnover of doctors, because there are different doctors here every day. And you don't feel like repeating the same story to every doctor every day. So then eventually you stop.
HM: How many patient records were entered during the back-capturing process? Easily about 3000.
HM: How many data clerks were available to enter those data? Two full-time clerks.
